2006 Tobacco Use Supplement to the Current Population Survey

NOTICE NEW VARIABLES: BA6a & B6e1-3, B9, B9v, B10a, B10av, B10b, B10bv, C1i, CA6a & C6e1-3, C9, C9v, C10a, C10av, C10b, C10bv, Db, F series, H6a-H6.2d series, J1a, K3c-d & K6
NOTE: Due to data collection constraints in Aug 2006 and Jan 2007, data collection only included those 18+ NOT 15+.

Supplement Universe: civilian non-institutional population, age 18+ (HHMEM = 1, AFNOW = 2, AGE = 18+).

All skip paths should go to the next item unless otherwise instructed. All item questions accept don’t know and refused as response. All <D> and <R> precodes are to be blind coded. Use blind coded <L> to go to END.

Allow Proxy interviews on the 4th callback.

PRESUP This month we would also like to ask about your thoughts and experiences concerning tobacco use. I need to ask each individual, age 18 years old and older, these questions.

ENTER (P) TO PROCEED

ENTER (I) FOR IMPORTANCE OF RESPONDING

___

H_SUPP_I The information you give is important. Answers to the tobacco use questions will be used by the National Cancer Institute, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, other researchers, national, state, and local public health officials, and others to measure changes in America’s use of tobacco products, work place policies, medical doctor and dentist advice, and opinions towards tobacco use. It will also be used to create new or modify existing policies and services.

PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE
I (also) need to talk with [fill name/READ LIST OF NEEDED PERSONS]. Is he/she at home now/Are either of them at home now/Are any of them at home now)?

NO ONE ELIGIBLE, SKIP TO FIN (F10)
IF ANSWERED, JUMP FORWARD (F3)

GET SELF RESPONSE ONLY.
WHEN DONE, F10 FOR CALLBACKS
CALLBACK #: [fill number]

(R) Respondent Refused for someone else

Is this a Self or Proxy response?

(1) Self [GO TO A1]
(2) Proxy

EPROXY DO NOT ASK
POSSIBLE ERROR
You have picked PROXY for [fill name] even though [fill name] is the current respondent.

Are you currently talking to [fill name]?

(1) Yes, SELF interview [GO TO A1]
(2) No

NXTPR3 DO NOT ASK, INTERVIEWER CHECK ITEM
(ONLY TAKE A PROXY IF THIS IS THE 4TH CALLBACK, THE PERSON WILL NOT RETURN BEFORE CLOSEOUT OR THE HOUSEHOLD IS GETTING IRRITATED.)

ENTER LINE NUMBER FOR INTERVIEW: [___]

NXTPR ENTER LINE NO: [__ | __] FOR [fill name]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LN</th>
<th>NAME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>(Person 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>(Person 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>(Person 3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SECTION A. SCREENING FOR EVER/EVERYDAY/SOMEDAY SMOKING

A1 (Have/Has) (you/name) smoked at least 100 cigarettes in (your/his/her) entire life?

(FR NOTE: 100 CIGARETTES = APPROXIMATELY 5 PACKS)

(1) Yes [GO TO A2]
(2) No [GO TO SECTION J]

[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO SECTION J]

A2 How old (were/was) (you/name) when (you/he/she) first started smoking cigarettes FAIRLY REGULARLY?

ENTER (X) IF NEVER SMOKED REGULARLY: GO TO A3

ENTER AGE (01 - AGE)

[AGE >5: GO TO A3]
[AGE Less Than OR Equal 5: GO TO A2]
[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO A3]

A2V I have recorded that (you/name) (were/was) [fill entry A2] years old when (you/he/she) started smoking cigarettes fairly regularly. Is that correct?

(1) Yes [GO TO A3]
(2) No [GO TO A2]

[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO A3]

A3 (Do/Does) (you/name) now smoke cigarettes every day, some days, or not at all?

(1) Every day
(2) Some days
(3) Not at all
BOX 1

IF SELF RESPONDENT AND:
A3 = (1) EVERY DAY SMOKERS ➔ GO TO SECTION B
A3 = (2) SOME-DAY SMOKERS ➔ GO TO SECTION C
A3 = (3) NOT-AT-ALL SMOKERS ➔ GO TO SECTION H
A3 = D, R ➔ GO TO SECTION J

IF PROXY RESPONDENT ➔ GO TO SECTION J
SECTION B. EVERY-DAY SMOKER HISTORY/CONSUMPTION SERIES

B1  On the average, about how many cigarettes do you now smoke each day?

(ONE PACK USUALLY EQUALS 20 CIGARETTES. IF CONVERTING PACKS TO CIGARETTES, ALWAYS VERIFY CALCULATION WITH RESPONDENT.)

ENTER NUMBER OF CIGARETTES PER DAY
(1-99)

|__|__|

BOX 2
IF B1 = D, R ➔ GO TO B1a
IF B1 > 40 ➔ GO TO B1v
ELSE ➔ GO TO B2

B1a  Would you say that, on average, you now smoke more or less than 20 cigarettes each day?

(1) MORE
(2) LESS
(3) ABOUT 20 (ONE PACK)

|__|

[1, 2, OR 3: GO TO B2]
[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO B2]

B1v  I have recorded that on the average, you now smoke [fill entry B1] cigarettes a day. Is that correct?

(1) Yes ➔ GO TO B2
(2) No ➔ GO TO B1

|__|

[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO B2]

B2  Is your usual cigarette brand menthol or non-menthol?

(1) Menthol
(2) Non-menthol
(3) NO USUAL TYPE

|__|

[1, 2, OR 3: GO TO B5a]
[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO B5a]
B5a  How soon after you wake up do you typically smoke your first cigarette of the day?

(IF NECESSARY, FR ASK FOR BEST ANSWER IN MINUTES OR HOURS)
ENTER (X) IF RESPONDENT INSISTS IT VARIES

B5a@NUM  ENTER NUMBER (1 – 90 for minutes)

|__|__|

B5a@UNT  ENTER UNIT REPORTED

|__| (1) Minutes (2) Hours

BOX 5
IF B5a = X, D, R ➔ GO TO B5b
ELSE GO TO BA6a

B5b  Would you say you smoke your first cigarette of the day within the first 30 minutes?

(1) Yes
(2) No
(3) Varies— DO NOT READ

|__|

[1, 2, OR 3: GO TO BA6a]
[Don’t know OR Refused: GO TO BA6a]

BA6a  Do you USUALLY BUY your own cigarettes?

(1) Yes  [GO TO B6a]

(2) No  [GO TO B7]

|__|

[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO B7]

B6a  Do you USUALLY buy your cigarettes by the pack or by the carton? [FR: A CARTON HAS 10 PACKS]

(1) Pack
(2) Carton
(3) Buy both packs and cartons

|__|

BOX 6
IF B6a = (1) OR (3) OR D, R ➔ GO TO B6b
IF B6a = (2) ➔ GO TO B6c
B6b  What price did you pay for the LAST PACK of cigarettes you bought? Please report the cost after using discounts or coupons. [FR: PRICE PER PACK]

$___ __ __ __ [GO TO B6d]

[Don’t know OR Refused: GO TO B6d]

B6c  What price did you pay for the LAST carton of cigarettes you bought? Please report the cost after using discounts or coupons. [FR: PRICE PER CARTON]

$___ __ __ __ GO TO B6d

[Don’t know OR Refused: GO TO B6d]

B6d  Did you buy your LAST (fill appropriate term here from B6a responses (=1 or 3 or DK or R fill “pack”; =2 fill “carton”) of cigarettes in [fill respondent’s state of residence] or in some other state?

B6d1   
(1) In respondent’s state of residence
(2) In some other state (including DC)
Enter (X) FOR BOUGHT SOME OTHER WAY (Internet, other country, ...)

[ ]

BOX 7
IF B6d1 =1, ENTER AUTOMATICALLY RESPONDENT’S STATE OF RESIDENCE IN B6d2 ➔ GO TO B6e1
ELSE IF B6d1 = 2 ➔ GO TO B6d2
ELSE IF B6d1 = X ➔ GO TO B6dSPC
ELSE ➔ GO TO B6e1

B6d2  In what other state did you buy your LAST (fill appropriate term here from B6a responses (=1, 3, DK or R fill “pack”; =2 fill “carton”) of cigarettes?

| (H) | Help [GIVES STATE ABBREVIATIONS] |

[ ] __ __ __ ENTER STATE ABBREVIATION ➔ GO B6e1

B6dSPC  SPECIFY : Other way (internet, other country, ...) in which last (fill appropriate term here from B6a responses (=1, 3, DK or R fill “pack”; =2 fill “carton”) of cigarettes were purchased: ________________________

B6e1  In the LAST 2 months, have you bought any SINGLE or INDIVIDUAL cigarettes? [FR: Respondent may refer to it as a “loosie” or “loose out of the pack”]

(1) Yes
(2) No ➔ GO TO B7

[ ]
B6e2  What price did you pay for the LAST “single or individual” cigarette you bought?

$ __ .__ __  (FR: price per individual cigarette)  [GO TO B6e3]

B6e3  Did you buy your LAST SINGLE or INDIVIDUAL cigarette in [fill respondent’s state of residence] or in some other state?

B6e31  (1) In respondent’s state of residence  
(2) In some other state (including DC)  
  Enter (X) FOR BOUGHT SOME OTHER WAY (Internet, other country, ...)

|   |   |
---|---|

**BOX 7B**
IF B6e31 = 1, ENTER AUTOMATICALLY RESPONDENT’S STATE OF RESIDENCE IN B6e32 ➔GO TO B7
ELSE IF B6e31 = 2 ➔ GO TO B6e32
ELSE IF B6e31 = X ➔ GO TO B6e3SPC
ELSE ➔ GO TO B7

B6e32  In what OTHER state did you buy your LAST SINGLE OR INDIVIDUAL cigarette?

| (H) | Help [GIVES STATE ABBREVIATIONS]  
|     | ENTER STATE ABBREVIATION ➔ GO TO B7

B6e3SPC  SPECIFY Other way (internet, other country, ...) in which last single cigarette was purchased: ______________________________

B7  What is the total number of years you have smoked EVERY DAY?  Do not include any time you stayed off cigarettes for 6 months or longer.

ENTER (X) FOR NONE OR LESS THAN 1 YEAR
ENTER NUMBER OF YEARS

|   |   |   |
---|---|---|

(1-AGE)  IF ENTRY IN B7 ≤ (AGE-[FILL ENTRY A2]) ➔ GO TO B8

[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO B8]
B7v I have recorded that not including any time you stayed off cigarettes for 6 months or longer, the total number of years you have smoked EVERY DAY is [fill entry B7]. Is that correct?

(1) Yes [GO TO B8]
(2) No [GO TO B7]

[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO B8]

B8 Around this time 12 MONTHS AGO, were you smoking cigarettes every day, some days, or not at all?

(1) Every day IF B8=1 GO TO B9
(2) Some days IF B8=2 GO TO B10a
(3) Not at all

[ ]

IF B8 = 3, DK, R GO TO D1 (3RD QUESTION IN QUIT ATTEMPT SECTION)

B9 Around this time 12 MONTHS AGO, on the average, about how many cigarettes did you smoke each day?

(ONE PACK USUALLY EQUALS 20 CIGARETTES. IF CONVERTING PACKS TO CIGARETTES, ALWAYS VERIFY CALCULATION WITH RESPONDENT.)

ENTER NUMBER OF CIGARETTES PER DAY

(1-99)

[ ]

BOX 7C

IF B9 = D, R ➔ GO TO D1 (3rd QUESTION IN QUIT ATTEMPT SECTION)
IF B9 > 40 ➔ GO TO B9v
ELSE ➔ GO TO D1 (3rd QUESTION IN QUIT ATTEMPT SECTION)

B9v I have recorded that on the average, you smoked [fill entry B9] cigarettes a day 12 months ago. Is that correct?

(1) Yes
(2) No ➔ GO TO B9

[ ] IF B9v =1 OR B9v = D, R ➔ GO TO D1 (3rd QUESTION IN QUIT ATTEMPT SECTION)

B10a Around this time 12 MONTHS AGO, on how many of 30 days in the month did you smoke cigarettes?

ENTER (X) FOR NONE
___ Range 1-30

BOX 7D

IF B10a = X OR 30 ⟷ GO TO B10aV
ELSE GO TO B10b

B10aV You said that you smoked cigarettes some days. Is that correct?

(1) Yes
(2) No

BOX 7E

IF (B10aV = 1 AND B10a= 30 ), OR B10Av = DK, R ⟷GO TO B10b
IF B10aV = 1 AND B10a= X ⟷GO TO D1 (3rd QUESTION IN QUIT ATTEMPT SECTION)
IF B10aV = 2 ⟷GO TO B8

B10b On the average, on those [If B10a = 1-30 (Fill entry B10a days) If B10a=D, R (Fill days you smoked)], how many cigarettes did you usually smoke each day?

WE ARE STILL TALKING ABOUT “AROUND THIS TIME 12 MONTHS AGO”

___ Range 1-99 IF ≤ 40 ⟷ GO TO D1 (3rd QUESTION IN QUIT ATTEMPT SECTION)

B10bV I have recorded that on the average, when you smoked on those [fill entry B10a] days, you smoked [fill entry B10b] cigarettes a day. Is that correct?

(1) Yes
(2) No ⟷ GO TO B10b

EVERY-DAY SMOKERS (A3=1) ⟷ GO TO D1 (3rd QUESTION IN QUIT ATTEMPT SECTION)
SECTION C. SOME-DAY SMOKER SERIES

C1  On how many of the past 30 days did you smoke cigarettes?

ENTER (X) FOR NONE

|__|__|

BOX 9
IF C1 = X OR 30  ➔ GO TO C1v
ELSE IF C1 = DK, R  ➔ GO TO C1i
ELSE GO TO C1a

C1v  You said that you smoked cigarettes some days. Is that correct?

(1) Yes
(2) No

|__|

BOX 10
IF C1v = 1 AND C1 = 30  ➔ GO TO C1a
IF C1v = 1 AND C1 = X  ➔ GO TO C2
IF C1v = 2  ➔ GO TO A3
IF C1v = DK, R  ➔ GO TO C1a

C1i  Would you say you smoked on AT LEAST 12 DAYS in the past 30 days?

(1) Yes
(2) No

C1a  On the average, on those [IF C1 NE (D, R) fill entry C1 / ELSE IF C1 = D, R AND C1i = YES fill entry AT LEAST 12 / ELSE IF C1 = D, R AND C1i = NO, fill entry LESS THAN 12] days, how many cigarettes did you usually smoke each day?

|__|__|  IF #40  ➔ GO TO C2

[IF >40, GO TO C1aV]
[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO C2]
C1aV  I have recorded that on the average, when you smoked on those [IF C1 NE (D, R) fill entry C1/ ELSE IF C1 = D, R AND C1i = YES fill entry AT LEAST 12 / ELSE IF C1 = D, R AND C1i = NO, fill entry LESS THAN 12] days, you smoked [fill entry C1a] cigarettes a day. Is that correct?

(1) Yes [GO TO C2]
(2) No [GO TO C1a]

[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO C2]

C2  Is your usual cigarette brand menthol or non-menthol?

(1) Menthol
(2) Non-menthol
(3) NO USUAL TYPE

[1, 2, OR 3: GO TO C5a]
[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO C5a]

C5a  On the days that you smoke, how soon after you wake up do you typically smoke your first cigarette of the day?

(IF NECESSARY, FR ASK FOR BEST ANSWER IN MINUTES OR HOURS)
ENTER (X) IF RESPONDENT INSISTS IT VARIES

C5a@NUM  ENTER NUMBER (1 – 90 for minutes)

C5a@UNT  ENTER UNIT REPORTED

(1) Minutes  (2) Hours

BOX 13
IF C5a = X, D, R ➔ GO TO C5b
ELSE GO TO CA6a

C5b  On the days that you smoke, would you say you smoke your first cigarette of the day within the first 30 minutes?

(1) Yes
(2) No
(3) Varies— DO NOT READ

[GO TO CA6a]
CA6a  Do you USUALLY BUY your own cigarettes?

  (1) Yes (GO TO C6a)
  (2) No (GO TO C7a)

[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO C7a]

C6a  Do you USUALLY buy your cigarettes by the pack or by the carton? [FR: A CARTON HAS 10 PACKS]

  (1) Pack
  (2) Carton
  (3) Buy both packs and cartons

[ ]

BOX 14

IF C6a = (1) OR (3) OR DK, R ➔GO TO C6b
IF C6a = (2) ➔GO TO C6c

C6b  What price did you pay for the LAST PACK of cigarettes you bought? Please report the cost after using discounts or coupons. [FR: PRICE PER PACK]

$___ ___ ___ ___GO TO C6d

[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO C6d]

C6c  What price did you pay for the LAST carton of cigarettes you bought? Please report the cost after using discounts or coupons. [FR: PRICE PER CARTON]

$___ ___ ___ ___GO TO C6d

[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO C6d]

C6d  Did you buy your LAST (fill appropriate term here from C6a responses (=1, 3, DK or R fill “pack”; =2 fill “carton”) of cigarettes in [fill respondent’s state of residence] or in some other state?

C6d1  

  (1) In respondent’s state of residence
  (2) In some other state (including DC)
  Enter (X) FOR BOUGHT SOME OTHER WAY (Internet, other country, ...)

[ ]
**BOX 15**

IF C6d1 = 1, ENTER AUTOMATICALLY RESPONDENT’S STATE OF RESIDENCE IN C6d2 ➔ GO TO C6e1

ELSE IF C6d1 = 2 ➔ GO TO C6d2

ELSE IF C6d1 = X ➔ GO TO C6dSPC

ELSE ➔ GO TO C6e1

---

**C6d2**

In what other state did you buy your LAST (fill appropriate term here: pack/carton) of cigarettes?

| (H) | Help [GIVES STATE ABBREVIATIONS] |

___ ___ ENTER STATE ABBREVIATION ➔ GO TO C6e1

---

**C6dSPC**

SPECIFY Other way (internet, other country, …) in which last cigarettes were purchased: _____________________________________________

---

**C6e1**

In the LAST 2 months, have you bought any SINGLE or INDIVIDUAL cigarettes? [FR: Respondent may refer to it as a “loosie” or “loose out of the pack”]

(1) Yes

(2) No ➔ GO TO C7a

[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO C7a]

---

**C6e2**

What price did you pay for the LAST “single or individual” cigarette you bought?

$__ .__ __ (FR: price per “individual” cigarette)

[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO C6e3]

---

**C6e3**

Did you buy your LAST SINGLE or INDIVIDUAL cigarette in [fill respondent’s state of residence] or in some other state?

**C6e31**

(1) In respondent’s state of residence

(2) In some other state (including DC)

Enter (X) FOR BOUGHT SOME OTHER WAY (Internet, other country, …)

___

---

**BOX 15B**

IF C6e31 = 1, ENTER AUTOMATICALLY RESPONDENT’S STATE OF RESIDENCE IN C6e32 ➔ GO TO C7a

ELSE IF C6e31 = 2 ➔ GO TO C6e32

ELSE IF C6e31 = X ➔ GO TO C6e3SPC

ELSE ➔ GO TO C7a
C6e32  In what OTHER state did you buy your LAST SINGLE OR INDIVIDUAL cigarette?

[(H)] Help [GIVES STATE ABBREVIATIONS]

____ ENTER STATE ABBREVIATION   GO TO C7a

C6e3SPC SPECIFY Other way (internet, other country, …) in which last single cigarette was purchased: ________________________________

Past Smoking Behavior for Some-Day Smokers

C7a  Have you EVER smoked cigarettes EVERY DAY for at least 6 months?

(1) Yes  [GO TO C7b]
(2) No   [GO TO C8]

[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO C8]

C7b  About how long has it been since you last smoked cigarettes EVERY DAY?

C7b@NUM  ENTER NUMBER (1-99)

____

C7b@UNT  ENTER UNIT REPORTED
(1) Days
(2) Weeks
(3) Months
(4) Years

____

BOX 16
IF C7b@NUM > 18 AND C7b@UNT = 2 ➔ GO TO C7bV
IF C7b@NUM > 30 AND C7b@UNT = 3 ➔ GO TO C7bV
IF C7b@NUM > (AGE - [ENTRY IN A2]) AND C7b@UNT = 4 ➔ GO TO C7bERR
ELSE ➔ GO TO C7c

C7bERR  *** DO NOT READ ***

It was reported in item A2 that this person first started smoking [fill (AGE - entry to A2)] years ago. Response of [fill entry C7b] is inconsistent.

(B) Back to correct

____ ➔GO TO C7b@NUM
C7bV I have recorded that it has been [fill entry C7b@num and C7b@unt] since you last smoked cigarettes every day. Is that correct?

(1) Yes [GO TO C7c]
(2) No [GO TO C7b@NUM]

[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO C7c]

C7c When you last smoked every day, on average how many cigarettes did you smoke each day?

ENTER NUMBER OF CIGARETTES EACH DAY
(1-99)

▌▌▌ IF ≤ 40 : GO TO C7d

[If >40: GO TO C7cV]
[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO C7D]

C7cV I have recorded that when you last smoked every day, on the average you smoked [fill entry C7c] cigarettes each day. Is that correct?

(1) Yes [GO TO C7d]
(2) No [GO TO C7c]

▌▌▌

[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO C7d]

C7d What is the total number of years you smoked EVERY DAY? Do not include any time you stayed off cigarettes for 6 months or longer.

ENTER (X) FOR NONE OR LESS THAN 1 YEAR
ENTER NUMBER OF YEARS
(1-AGE)

▌▌▌ IF ≤ (AGE - [ENTRY A2]) ➔ GO TO C8

[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO C8]

C7dV I have recorded that not including any time you stayed off cigarettes for 6 months or longer, the total number of years you smoked every day is [fill entry C7d]. Is that correct?

(1) Yes [GO TO C8]
(2) No [GO TO C7d]

▌▌▌

[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO C8]
C8  Around this time 12 MONTHS AGO, were you smoking cigarettes every day, some days, or not at all?

(1) Every day IF C8 = 1 ➔ GO TO C9
(2) Some days IF C8 = 2 ➔ GO TO C10a
(3) Not at all

IF C8 = 3, DK, R ➔ GO TO BOX 18

C9  Around this time 12 MONTHS AGO, on the average, about how many cigarettes did you smoke each day?

(ONE PACK USUALLY EQUALS 20 CIGARETTES. IF CONVERTING PACKS TO CIGARETTES, ALWAYS VERIFY CALCULATION WITH RESPONDENT.)

ENTER NUMBER OF CIGARETTES PER DAY
(1-99)

[Box 16B]

IF C9 = D, R ➔ GO TO BOX 18
IF C9 > 40 ➔ GO TO C9v
ELSE ➔ GO TO BOX 18

C9v  I have recorded that on the average, you smoked [fill entry C9] cigarettes a day 12 months ago. Is that correct?

(1) Yes ➔ GO TO BOX 18
(2) No ➔ GO TO C9

C10a  Around this time 12 MONTHS AGO, on how many of 30 days in the month did you smoke cigarettes?

ENTER (X) FOR NONE

[Box 16C]

IF C10a = X OR 30 ➔ GO TO C10aV
If C10a=D, R GO TO Box 18
ELSE GO TO C10b
C10aV You said that you smoked cigarettes some days. Is that correct?

(1) Yes
(2) No

| __ | BOX 16D |
|__________|
| IF (C10aV = 1 AND C10a= 30 ), OR C10aV = DK, R ➜ GO TO C10b |
| ELSE IF C10aV = 1 AND C10a= X ➜ GO TO BOX 18 |
| ELSE IF C10aV = 2 ➜ GO TO C8 |

C10b On the average, on those [fill entry C10a] days, how many cigarettes did you usually smoke each day?

WE ARE STILL TALKING ABOUT “AROUND THIS TIME 12 MONTHS AGO”

|___|___| IF ≤ 40 ➜ GO TO BOX 18; ELSE IF C10b = D, R ➜ GO TO BOX 18 |

C10bV I have recorded that on the average, when you smoked on those [fill entry C10a] days, you smoked [fill entry C10b] cigarettes a day. Is that correct?

(1) Yes
(2) No ➜ GO TO C10b

| __ | BOX 18 |
|__________|
| IF ENTRY IN C1 ≥ 12 DAYS IN THE PAST 30 DAYS, GO TO D1 (3rd question in Section D) |
| ELSE IF C1i = 1 (Yes) GO TO D1 (3rd question in Section D) |
| ELSE IF C1i = 2 (NO), OR C1i = DK, R GO TO Da |
| ELSE IF C1 < 12 GO TO Da |
SECTION D. PAST 12-MONTH QUIT ATTEMPTS FOR CURRENT EVERY-DAY AND SOME-DAY SMOKERS

PAST 12-MONTH QUIT ATTEMPTS FOR SOME-DAY SMOKERS SMOKING <12 DAYS IN THE PAST 30 DAYS

Da During the PAST 12 MONTHS, have you TRIED to QUIT smoking COMPLETELY?

(1) Yes [GO TO D6]
(2) No [GO TO Db]

[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO Db]

Db Have you EVER TRIED to QUIT smoking COMPLETELY?

(1) Yes
(2) No

⇒ All responses GO TO F1a

PAST 12-MONTH QUIT ATTEMPTS FOR EVERY-DAY AND SOME-DAY SMOKERS (some day smokers smoking >=12 days during the past 30 days)

Quit attempts of 1 day or longer:

D1 Have you EVER stopped smoking for one day or longer BECAUSE YOU WERE TRYING TO QUIT SMOKING?

(1) Yes [GO TO D2]
(2) No [GO TO D7]

[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO D7]

D2 During the PAST 12 MONTHS, have you stopped smoking for one day or longer BECAUSE YOU WERE TRYING TO QUIT SMOKING?

(1) Yes [GO TO D3]
(2) No [GO TO D8]

[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO D8]
D3  How many TIMES during the past 12 months have you stopped smoking for one day or longer BECAUSE YOU WERE TRYING TO QUIT SMOKING?

ENTER NUMBER OF TIMES
(1 - 99)

|__|__|__|__|

BOX 19

IF D3 = DK/REF ➔GO TO D3b
IF D3 = 1-10 ➔GO TO D6
IF D3 > 10 ➔GO TO D3v

D3v  I have recorded that you have stopped smoking [fill entry D3] times for one day or longer in the past 12 months because you were TRYING to quit smoking? Is that correct?

(1) Yes  [GO TO D6]
(2) No  [GO TO D3]

|__|

D3b  Would you say that it was more than 3 times?

(1) Yes
(2) No

|__|

[GO TO D6]

D6  During the PAST 12 MONTHS, what is the [LENGTH / LONGEST length: If D3 = 1, fill with “LENGTH;” ELSE fill with “LONGEST Length”] of time you stopped smoking because you were TRYING to quit smoking? [FR NOTE: If quit attempt began more than 12 months ago BUT ended within the past 12 months, count all of it.]

D6@NUM  ENTER NUMBER (1 - 99)

|__|__|__|__|

D6@UNT  ENTER UNIT REPORTED

(1) Days
(2) Weeks
(3) Months
(4) Years

|__|
BOX 20
IF D6@NUM AND/OR D6@UNT = DK/REF → GO TO D6b
IF D6@NUM > 18 AND D6@UNT = 2 → GO TO D6V
IF D6@NUM > 12 AND D6@UNT = 3 → GO TO D6V
IF D6@NUM > 2 AND D6@UNT = 4 → GO TO D6V
ELSE → GO TO SECTION E

D6V I have recorded that the LONGEST length of time you stopped smoking in the past 12 months because you were TRYING to quit smoking was [fill entry D6@num and D6@unt]? Is that correct?

(1) Yes → [GO TO SECTION E, Box 21]
(2) No → [GO TO D6@NUM]

[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO D6b]

D6b Was it more or less than one week?

(1) More
(2) Less
(3) One week

[GO TO SECTION E, Box 21]

Quit attempts of less than a day (if no quit attempts lasting for one DAY or more):

D7 Have you EVER made a serious attempt to stop smoking because you were TRYING to quit – even if you stopped for less than a day?

(1) Yes → [GO TO D8]
(2) No → [GO TO F1a]

[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO F1a]

D8 DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, have you made a serious attempt to stop smoking because you were TRYING to quit – even if you stopped for less than a day?

(1) Yes → [GO TO SECTION E, Box 21]
(2) No → [GO TO F1a]

[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO F1a]
SECTION E. METHODS USED DURING PAST (12-MONTH) QUIT ATTEMPTS  
(EVERY-DAY AND SOME-DAY SMOKERS)

BOX 21
IF D3 = 1, THEN FILL E1b WITH “The TIME”
ELSE FILL E1b WITH “Any time”

E1b  Thinking back to (The Time/ ANY time) you tried to QUIT smoking in the PAST 12 MONTHS: Did you use a telephone help line or quit line?

(1) Yes  GO TO E1b2
(2) No  GO TO F1a

[Blank]
(Don’t know or refused GO TO F1a)

E1b2  Did you call 1-800-QUIT-NOW or some other quit line number? READ THE THREE CHOICES.

(1) 1-800-QUIT NOW

(2) Some other number

(3) Don’t remember

(All responses GO TO F1a)
SECTION F. DOCTOR/DENTIST ADVICE TO STOP SMOKING --- CURRENT AND SOME-DAY SMOKERS

The F section has been re-written since the 2003 cycle.

F1a In the PAST 12 MONTHS have you SEEN a medical doctor?

(1) Yes GO TO F1b
(2) No GO TO F1d

[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO F1d]

F1b During the PAST 12 MONTHS, did any medical doctor ADVISE you to stop smoking?

(1) Yes GO TO F1c
(2) No GO TO F1d

[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO F1d]

F1c In the PAST 12 MONTHS, when a medical doctor advised you to quit smoking, did the doctor also suggest that you call or use a telephone help line or quit line?

(1) Yes
(2) No

GO TO F2a

F1d Has a medical doctor EVER ADVISED you to stop smoking?

(1) Yes
(2) No

GO TO F2a
F2a  In the PAST 12 MONTHS have you SEEN a dentist?

(1) Yes  GO TO F2b
(2) No  GO TO F2d

[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO F2d]

F2b  During the PAST 12 MONTHS, did any dentist ADVISE you to stop smoking?

(1) Yes  GO TO F2c
(2) No  GO TO F2d

[Don’t Know OR Refused:  GO TO F2d]

F2c  In the PAST 12 MONTHS, when a dentist advised you to quit smoking, did the dentist also suggest that you call or use a telephone help line or quit line?

(1) Yes
(2) No

All Responses GO TO G1

F2d  Has a dentist EVER ADVISED you to stop smoking?

(1) Yes
(2) No

All Responses GO TO G1
SECTION G. STAGES OF CHANGE – EVERY DAY/SOME-DAY SMOKERS

G1 Are you seriously considering quitting smoking within the next 6 months?

(1) Yes [GO TO G2]
(2) No [GO TO G3]

[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO G3]

G2 Are you planning to quit within the next 30 days?

(1) Yes
(2) No

[All responses GO TO G3]

G3 Overall, on a scale from 1 to 10 where 1 is NOT AT ALL interested and 10 is EXTREMELY interested, how interested are you in quitting smoking?

[IF G3 = 1 ➔ GO TO SECTION J, ELSE GO TO G4]

G4 If you did try to quit smoking altogether in the next 6 months, how LIKELY do you think you would be to succeed — not at all, a little likely, somewhat likely or very likely?

(1) Not at all
(2) A little likely
(3) Somewhat likely
(4) Very likely

[ALL EVERY DAY/SOME DAY SMOKERS (A3=1, 2) ➔ GO TO SECTION J]
SECTION H. FORMER SMOKER SECTION

H1 About how long has it been since you COMPLETELY quit smoking cigarettes?

H1@NUM ENTER NUMBER
(1-99)

H1@UNT ENTER UNIT REPORTED

(1) Days
(2) Weeks
(3) Months
(4) Years

BOX 24
IF H1@NUM > 18 AND H1@UNT = 2 ➔ GO TO H1V
IF H1@NUM > 30 AND H1@UNT = 3 ➔ GO TO H1V
IF H1@NUM > (AGE - [ENTRY A2]) AND H1@UNT = 4 ➔ GO TO H1ERR
ELSE ➔ GO TO H2

H1ERR *** DO NOT READ ***

It was reported (in item A2) that this person first started smoking [fill AGE - (entry to A2)] years ago. Response of [fill entry H1] (in item H1) is inconsistent.

(B) Back to correct

H1v I have recorded that it has been about [fill entry H1@num and H1@unt] since you completely quit smoking cigarettes? Is that correct?

(1) Yes ➔ [GO TO H2]
(2) No ➔ [GO TO H1@NUM]

[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO H2]
H2  Have you EVER smoked cigarettes EVERY DAY for at least 6 months?
    (1) Yes  [GO TO H3]
    (2) No    [GO TO BOX 26]

    [Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO Box 26]

H3  About how long has it been since you last smoked cigarettes EVERY DAY?

H3@NUM  ENTER NUMBER
    (1 - 99)

H3@UNT  ENTER UNIT REPORTED
    (1) Days
    (2) Weeks
    (3) Months
    (4) Years

BOX 25
    IF H3@NUM > 18 AND H3@UNT = 2 ➔GO TO H3V
    IF H3@NUM > 30 AND H3@UNT = 3 ➔GO TO H3V
    IF H3@NUM > (AGE - [ENTRY A2]) AND H3@UNT = 4 ➔GO TO H3ERR
    ELSE ➔GO TO H4

H3ERR  *** DO NOT READ ***
    It was reported (in item A2) that this person first started smoking [fill (AGE -(entry to A2))] years ago.  Response of [fill entry H3] (in item H3) is inconsistent.

    (B)  Back to correct

    ➔GO TO H3@NUM

H3V  I have recorded that it has been [fill entry H3] since you last smoked cigarettes every day.  Is that correct?
    (1) Yes  [GO TO H4]
    (2) No    [GO TO H3@NUM]

    [Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO H4]
H4 When you last smoked every day, on average how many cigarettes did you smoke each day?

ENTER NUMBER OF CIGARETTES A DAY
(1 - 99)

[^][^][^]
[IF entry in H4 ≤ 40, GO TO H5]
[IF H4>40, GO TO H4V]
[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO H5]

H4V I have recorded that when you last smoked every day, on average you smoked (entry to H4) cigarettes a day. Is that correct?

(1) Yes [GO TO H5]
(2) No [GO TO H4]

[^]
[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO H5]

H5 Altogether, ABOUT how many years did you smoke EVERY DAY? Do not include any time you stayed off cigarettes for 6 months or longer.

ENTER (X) FOR NONE OR LESS THAN 1 YEAR
ENTER NUMBER OF YEARS
(1-AGE)

[^][^][^] If entry in H5 LE (AGE - [ENTRY A2]) ➔ GO TO BOX 26

[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO BOX 26]

H5v I have recorded that not including any time you stayed off cigarettes for 6 months or longer, altogether, you smoked every day for about [fill entry H5] years. Is that correct?

(1) Yes [GO TO BOX 26]
(2) No [GO TO H5]

[^]

BOX 26
IF H1 ≤ 1 YEAR (12 MONTHS, 52 WEEKS, 365 DAYS) ➔ GO TO H6
IF H1 > 5 YEARS (60 MONTHS, EQUIVALENT in WEEKS and in DAYS) ➔ GO TO SECTION J
ELSE ➔ GO TO H6.1d
H6  Around this time 12 MONTHS AGO, were you smoking cigarettes every day, some days, or not at all?

(1) Every day  IF H6 = 1  ➔ GO TO H6A
(2) Some days  IF H6 = 2  ➔ GO TO H6B
(3) Not at all

[IF H6 = 3, DK, R GO TO H6.1a]

H6A  Around this time 12 MONTHS AGO, on the average, about how many cigarettes did you smoke each day?

(ONE PACK USUALLY EQUALS 20 CIGARETTES. IF CONVERTING PACKS TO CIGARETTES, ALWAYS VERIFY CALCULATION WITH RESPONDENT.)

ENTER NUMBER OF CIGARETTES PER DAY
(1-99)

BOX26A
IF H6A = D, R ➔ GO TO H6.1a
IF H6A > 40 ➔ GO TO H6Av
ELSE ➔ GO TO H6.1a

H6Av  I have recorded that on the average, you smoked [fill entry H6A] cigarettes a day 12 months ago. Is that correct?

(1) Yes ➔ GO TO H6.1a
(2) No ➔ GO TO H6A

IF H6Av = DK, R ➔ H6.1a

H6B  Around this time 12 MONTHS AGO, on how many of 30 days in the month did you smoke cigarettes?

ENTER (X) FOR NONE

___
BOX 26B
IF H6B = X OR 30 → GO TO H6BV
ELSE GO TO H6C

H6BV You said that you smoked cigarettes some days. Is that correct?

(1) Yes
(2) No

BOX 26C
IF (H6BV = 1 AND H6B = 30), OR H6BV = DK, R → GO TO H6C
ELSE IF H6BV = 1 AND H6B = X → GO TO H6.1a
ELSE IF H6BV = 2 → GO TO H6

H6C On the average, on those [fill entry H6B] days, how many cigarettes did you usually smoke each day?

WE ARE STILL TALKING ABOUT “AROUND THIS TIME 12 MONTHS AGO”

☐ ☐ ☐ IF ≤ 40 → GO TO H6.1a; ELSE IF H6C = D, R → GO TO H6.1a

H6CV I have recorded that on the average, when you smoked on those [fill entry H6B] days, you smoked [fill entry H6C] cigarettes a day. Is that correct?

(1) Yes → GO TO H6C
(2) No → GO TO H6C

(Don’t Know or Refused GO TO H6.1a)

H6.1a In the 12 MONTHS BEFORE you COMPLETELY quit smoking, did you SEE a medical doctor?

(1) Yes GO TO H6.1b
(2) No GO TO H6.1d

[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO H6.1d]
H6.1b  During the 12 MONTHS BEFORE you completely quit smoking, did any medical doctor ADVISE you to stop smoking?

(1) Yes  GO TO H6.1c
(2) No  GO TO H6.1d

[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO H6.1d]

H6.1c  In the PAST 12 MONTHS BEFORE you quit smoking, when a medical doctor advised you to quit smoking, did the doctor also suggest that you call or use telephone help line or quit line?

(1) Yes
(5) No

GO TO H6.2a

(Don’t Know or Refused GO TO H6.2a)

H6.1d  Has a medical doctor EVER ADVISED you to stop smoking?

(1) Yes
(2) No

IF H1 > 1 YEAR (> 12 Months, > 52 Weeks, > 365 Days), GO TO H6.2d; ELSE GO TO H6.2a.

H6.2a  In the 12 MONTHS BEFORE you COMPLETELY quit smoking, did you SEE a dentist?

(1) Yes  GO TO H6.2b
(2) No  GO TO H6.2d

[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO H6.2d]

H6.2b  During the 12 MONTHS BEFORE you completely quit smoking, did any dentist ADVISE you to stop smoking?

(1) Yes GO TO H6.2c
(2) No  GO TO H6.2d

[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO H6.2d]
H6.2c In the 12 MONTHS BEFORE you quit smoking, when a dentist advised you to quit smoking, did the dentist also suggest that you call or use a telephone help line or quit line?

(1) Yes  
(2) No

[ ] GO TO H7a

H6.2d Has a dentist EVER ADVISED you to stop smoking?

(1) Yes  
(2) No

[ ]

GO TO H7a

H7a Still thinking back to the YEAR BEFORE YOU QUIT SMOKING. During that time, was your usual cigarette brand menthol or non-menthol?

(1) Menthol  
(2) Non-menthol  
(3) NO USUAL TYPE

[ ]

[GO TO H8a]

H8a During the year before you quit smoking, how soon after you woke up did you typically smoke your first cigarette of the day?

(IF NECESSARY, ASK FOR BEST ANSWER IN MINUTES OR HOURS)  
ENTER (X) IF RESPONDENT INSISTS IT VARIES

H8a@NUM ENTER NUMBER (1 – 90 for minutes)

[ ]

H8a@UNT ENTER UNIT REPORTED

[ ] (1) Minutes (2) Hours

BOX 29

IF H8a = X, D, R ➔ GO TO H8b
ELSE GO TO H10b
H8b  During the year before you quit smoking, would you say you smoked your first cigarette of the day within the first 30 minutes of awakening?

(1) Yes  
(2) No  
(3) Varies—DO NOT READ

[GO TO H10b]

H10b  During the year BEFORE you quit smoking completely did you use a telephone help line or quit line?

(1) Yes  
(2) No  

[GO TO SECTION J]
SECTION J. OTHER TOBACCO USE – ALL RESPONDENTS

J The next questions are about the use of tobacco other than in cigarettes.
PRESS ENTER TO PROCEED

J1a (Have/Has) (you/name) EVER used any of the following EVEN ONE TIME?
(1) Yes
(2) No

J1a@1 A cigar including a small cigar
J1a@2 A pipe filled with tobacco
J1a@3 Chewing tobacco such as Redman, Levi Garrett, or Beechnut
J1a@4 Snuff such as Skoal, Skoal Bandits, or Copenhagen

FR NOTE:
“Cigars” ALSO INCLUDE THE THIN (SMALL) CIGARS (also called “cigarillo” in ENGLISH) THAT ARE GENERALLY WRAPPED IN TOBACCO LEAF. THEY CAN BE MADE BY MACHINE OR HAND ROLLED.

IF ASKED, “pipe smoking” ONLY INCLUDES PIPE TOBACCO. IT DOES NOT INCLUDE SMOKING HASHISH, MARIJUANA, CRACK, OR OTHER SUBSTANCES IN A PIPE.

“Used chewing tobacco” INCLUDES CHEWING THE TOBACCO OR JUST PLACING IT IN THE MOUTH. THIS INCLUDES PRODUCTS SUCH AS REDMAN, LEVI GARRETT, OR BEECHNUT AS WELL AS OTHER PRODUCTS.

“Used snuff” SNUFF, A FINELY GROUND OR SHREDDED TOBACCO, IS PACKAGED AS DRY, MOIST, OR IN SACHETS, WHICH ARE TEA BAG-LIKE POUCHES. TYPICALLY, THE USER PLACES A PINCH OR DIP IN THE MOUTH BETWEEN THE CHEEK AND GUM, OR DRY SNUFF CAN BE SNIFFED...INCLUDES PRODUCTS SUCH AS SKOAL, SKOAL BANDITS, OR COPENHAGEN AS WELL AS OTHER PRODUCTS.

BOX 31
IF ((J1a@1 THROUGH J1a@4 = NO, DK or R) AND:
   IF PROXY RESPONDENT ➔GO TO S78
   IF SELF RESPONDENT ➔GO TO BOX 34))
ELSE IF ANY J1a@1, 2, 3, 4 = YES (1) GO TO J2a FOR THOSE PRODUCTS
J2a  (Do you/Does [name]) NOW (smoke/use) [fill entry in J1a] every day, some days or not at all?

|__|

BOX 32
ASK J2a FOR EACH YES ENTRY IN J1a@1 THROUGH J1a@4

(1) Every day
(2) Some days
(3) Not at all

|__|

BOX 33
IF J2a = 1 OR 3:
  IF PROXY: IF LAST ENTRY FROM J1a ➔ GO TO S78
  ELSE REPEAT J2a FOR NEXT YES ENTRY IN J1a@1-4
  IF SELF: LAST YES ENTRY FROM J1a@1-4 ➔ GO TO BOX 34
  ELSE REPEAT J2a FOR NEXT YES ENTRY IN J1a@1-4
IF J2a = 2: (Someday Smokers)
  IF PROXY: IF LAST YES ENTRY FROM J1a@1-4 ➔ GO TO S78
  ELSE REPEAT J2a FOR NEXT YES ENTRY IN J1a@1-4
  IF SELF: ➔ GO TO J2b
IF J2a = DK/REF (-2 or -3): GO BACK TO J2a for next item (ie. cigars, etc.)
IF J2a = DK/REF (-2 or -3) AND IF LAST ENTRY FROM J1a@1-4 ➔ GO TO BOX 34

J2b  On how many of the past 30 days did you (smoke/use) [fill entry J1a@]?
[ASK SEPARATELY FOR EACH “YES” ENTRY IN J1a@ WITH J2a = 2]

ENTER NUMBER OF DAYS
ENTER (X) FOR NONE
(1-30)

|__||__| IF [entry in J2b = X OR 30] ➔ GO TO J2bV; ELSE ➔ GO TO BOX 34

J2bV  You said that you (smoked/used) [fill entry J1a@] some days. Is that correct?
[ASK SEPARATELY FOR EACH “YES” ENTRY IN J1a@ WITH J2b = X (0) OR 30]

(1) Yes  ➔ GO TO BOX 34
(2) No   ➔ GO TO J2a

|__|

NOTE: THE J2a, J2b, and J2bV SERIES IS REPEATED FOR EACH YES ENTRY IN J1a@1-4
BOX 34
FOR PROXY RESPONDENT: ➔ GO TO S78

FOR SELF RESPONDENT:
IF CURRENT SMOKER OF CIGARETTES (A3 = 1 OR 2) ➔ GO TO SECTION JJ Box 40
IF J1a@1-4 = NO OR J2a = NOT AT ALL OR J2a = DK/Refused OR ANY COMBINATION OF THESE THREE STIPULATIONS FOR ALL FOUR “OTHER” TOBACCO PRODUCTS FOR ALL ENTRIES ➔ GO TO SECTION JJ Box 40

J3a  [IF CIGARS ARE NOT USED EVERY DAY (J2a NOT = 1 for cigars) ➔ GO TO J3b]
How soon after you wake up do you typically smoke your first cigar?

(IF NECESSARY, FR ASK FOR BEST ANSWER IN MINUTES OR HOURS)
ENTER (X) in J3a@1 IF RESPONDENT INSISTS IT VARIES

J3a@1 ENTER NUMBER (1 - 90)
___

J3a@2 ENTER UNIT REPORTED
___ (1) Minutes (2) Hours

BOX 35
IF J3a@1 = X, D, R ➔ GO TO J3a_3
ELSE GO TO J3b

J3a_3 Would you say you smoke your first cigar of the day within the first 30 minutes of awakening?

(1) Yes
(2) No
(3) Varies— DO NOT READ

J3b  [IF PIPES ARE NOT USED EVERY DAY (IF PIPES IN J2A NOT = 1) ➔ GO TO J3c]
How soon after you wake up do you typically FIRST smoke a pipe?

(IF NECESSARY, FR ASK FOR BEST ANSWER IN MINUTES OR HOURS)
ENTER (X) in J3b@1 IF RESPONDENT INSISTS IT VARIES

J3b@1 ENTER NUMBER (1 - 90)
___

J3b@2 ENTER UNIT REPORTED
___ (1) Minutes (2) Hours
J3b_3  Would you say you smoke your first pipe of the day within the first 30 minutes of awakening?

(1) Yes
(2) No
(3) Varies— DO NOT READ

J3c  [IF CHEWING TOBACCO IS NOT USED EVERY DAY (J2a for chewing tobacco NOT = 1) ➔ GO TO J3d]
How soon after you wake up do you typically FIRST use chewing tobacco?

(IF NECESSARY, FR ASK FOR BEST ANSWER IN MINUTES OR HOURS)
ENTER (X) in J3c@1 IF RESPONDENT INSISTS IT VARIES

J3c@1 ENTER NUMBER (1 - 90)

J3c@2 ENTER UNIT REPORTED

J3c_3  Would you say you first use chewing tobacco within the first 30 minutes of awakening?

(1) Yes
(2) No
(3) Varies— DO NOT READ

J3d  [IF SNUFF IS NOT USED EVERY DAY (J2a for Snuff NOT = 1) ➔ GO TO BOX 39]
How soon after you wake up do you typically FIRST use snuff?

(IF NECESSARY, FR ASK FOR BEST ANSWER IN MINUTES OR HOURS)
ENTER (X) in J3d@1 IF RESPONDENT INSISTS IT VARIES

J3d@1 ENTER NUMBER (1 - 90)

J3d@2 ENTER UNIT REPORTED
J3d_3 Would you say you first use snuff within the first 30 minutes of awakening?

(1) Yes
(2) No
(3) Varies—DO NOT READ

Other tobacco quit attempts:

If only one product mentioned in J2a is now used “every day” or “some days >= 12 days in the past 30 days” [J2a =1 OR (J2a =2 AND J2b>= 12)] THAT PRODUCT IS USED FOR J4-J7

If > 1 product mentioned in J2a, ask J4-J7 about one type of other tobacco, as follows:

1) If cigars are currently used “every day” or “some days >= 12 days in the past 30 days” [J2a =1 OR (J2a =2 AND J2b>= 12)] J4-J7 FILL = “smoking cigars”

2) If cigars are not currently used “every day” or “some days >= 12 days in the past 30 days (from J2b)” AND snuff is used “every day” or “some days >= 12 days in the past 30 days” [J2a =1 OR (J2a =2 AND J2b>= 12)] J4 - J6 FILL = “using snuff”

3) If cigars and snuff are not currently used “every day” or “some days >= 12 days in the past 30 days” (from J2b)” AND chewing tobacco is used “every day” or “some days >= 12 days in the past 30 days [J2a =1 OR (J2a =2 AND J2b>= 12)] J4 - J6 FILL = “using chewing tobacco”

4) If cigars and snuff and chewing tobacco are not currently used “every day” or “some days >= 12 days in the past 30 days” [J2a =1 OR (J2a =2 AND J2b>= 12)] AND pipe is used “every day” or “some days >= 12 days in the past 30 days” [J2a =1 OR (J2a =2 AND J2b>= 12)], J4-J7 FILL = “smoking a pipe”

5) If none of the 4 other tobacco products are currently used “every day” or at least 12 days in the past 30 days for “some day smokers” ➔ GO TO SECTION JJ

J4 During the PAST 12 MONTHS, have you stopped smoking/using [fill entry BOX 39] for one day or longer BECAUSE YOU WERE TRYING TO QUIT?

(1) Yes ➔ GO TO J7b
(2) No ➔ GO TO SECTION JJ

IF J4 = D, R ➔ GO TO SECTION JJ

J7b Thinking back to ANY TIME IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS you tried to QUIT [fill entry BOX 39], did you use a telephone help line or quit line?
(1) Yes
(2) No

☐ GO TO SECTION JJ
SECTION JJ. PENDING HARM-REDUCTION PRODUCTS – CURRENT AND RECENT FORMER SMOKERS

BOX 40

IF SELF RESPONDENT:
IF A3 = 1 OR 2 ➔ GO TO JJ1
IF A3 = 3 AND H1 ≤ 5 YEARS (or EQUIVALENT of 60 MONTHS or 260 WEEKS or 1826 DAYS) ➔ GO TO JJ1
ELSE ➔ GO TO SECTION K— BOX 41
IF PROXY RESPONDENT: ➔ GO TO S78

JJ 1  Now I'm going to ask about your use of new tobacco products that are sometimes claimed to have fewer harmful chemicals. Have you ever tried a product called...

(1) Yes
(2) No

JJ1@1 ☐ (A) Eclipse?
JJ1@2 ☐ (B) Accord?
JJ1@3 ☐ (C) Arriva?
JJ1@4 ☐ (D) Exalt?
JJ1@5 ☐ (E) Revel?
JJ1@6 ☐ (F) Omni?
JJ1@7 ☐ (G) Advance?
JJ1@8 ☐ (H) Marlboro Ultrasmooth?

[GO TO SECTION K]
SECTION K.  WORKPLACE AND HOME BAN — ALL RESPONDENTS

BOX 41
IF NOT RETIRED AND HAVE BEEN WORKING FOR PAY OR
EMPLOYED IN PAST WEEK AND ARE NOT SELF-EMPLOYED:

IF MONTHLY LABOR FORCE RECORD (MLR) = 1 OR 2 AND:
IF INDIVIDUAL CLASS OF WORKER CODE ON FIRST JOB (IO1COW)
= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 10 ➔GO TO K1
IF IO1COW = 6, 7, 8, 9, or 11 ➔GO TO K4
ELSE ➔GO TO K4

K1  Which of these best describes the area in which you work MOST of the time?

DO NOT READ: WORK PLACE QUESTIONS PERTAIN TO THE SAMPLE PERSON’S
MAIN JOB. IF EQUAL AMOUNT OF TIME SPENT “INDOORS” AND “OUTDOORS” AT
WORK – REPORT ON POLICY WITH RESPECT TO “INDOOR” WORK.
(READ 1-5 ANSWER CATEGORIES AND CHOOSE ONLY ONE)

(1) Mainly work indoors
(2) Mainly work outdoors
(3) Travel to different buildings or sites
(4) In a motor vehicle, or
(5) Somewhere else
(6) VARIES (DO NOT READ)

[ ] VARIES (DO NOT READ)

BOX 42
IF K1 = 1 ➔GO TO K1b; IF K1 = 2, 3, 4 ➔ GO TO K3d
IF K1 = 5 ➔GO TO K1SPC;
ELSE ➔GO TO K4

K1SPC  Specify:
____________________________________________ ➔GO TO K1c

K1b  [FILL “You said that you now work indoors.” IF K1 = 1]  Do you mainly work in an office
building, in your own home, in someone else’s home, or in another indoor place?

(1) Office building
(2) Own home
(3) Someone else’s home
(4) Another indoor place

[ ] If K1b = 2 OR 3 GO TO K4; ELSE GO TO K1C
K1c  In which State (including DC), do you work on your main job or business?

| | | | (H) | Help for State Abbreviations

K2a  Does your place of work have an official policy that restricts smoking in any way?

DO NOT READ: “PLACE OF WORK” RESTRICTIONS INCLUDE POLICIES OF THE EMPLOYER, BUILDING OWNER OR ANY GOVERNMENTAL LAWS–THUS “ANY POLICY” AT THE PLACE OF WORK REGARDLESS OF WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR IT.

(1) Yes  [GO TO K3a]
(2) No   [GO TO K3c]

| |

[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO K3c]

K3a  Which of these best describes your place of work’s smoking policy for INDOOR PUBLIC OR COMMON AREAS, such as lobbies, rest rooms, and lunch rooms?

READ THE THREE ANSWER CATEGORIES

(1) Not allowed in ANY public areas
(2) Allowed in SOME public areas
(3) Allowed in ALL public areas

ENTER  (4) IF NOT APPLICABLE

| |

[1, 2, 3, OR 4: GO TO K3b]
[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO K3b]

K3b  Which of these best describes your place of work’s smoking policy for WORK AREAS?

READ THE THREE ANSWER CATEGORIES

(1) Not allowed in ANY work areas
(2) Allowed in SOME work areas
(3) Allowed in ALL work areas

ENTER  (4) IF NOT APPLICABLE

| |

[1, 2, 3, OR 4: GO TO K3c]
[Don’t Know OR Refused: GO TO K3c]
K3c  During the PAST TWO WEEKS, has anyone smoked in the area in which you work?

(1) Yes
(2) No

☐     GO TO K3d

K3d  Within the PAST 12 MONTHS, has your employer offered any stop smoking program or any other help to employees who want to quit smoking?

(1) Yes
(2) No

☐     GO TO K4

K4  Which statement best describes the rules about smoking INSIDE YOUR HOME?

READ ANSWER CATEGORIES

NOTE: “HOME” IS WHERE YOU LIVE. “RULES” INCLUDE ANY UNWRITTEN “RULES” AND PERTAIN TO ALL PEOPLE WHETHER OR NOT THEY RESIDE IN THE HOME OR ARE VISITORS, WORKMEN, ETC.

(1) No one is allowed to smoke anywhere INSIDE YOUR HOME
(2) Smoking is allowed in some places or at some times INSIDE YOUR HOME
(3) Smoking is permitted anywhere INSIDE YOUR HOME

☐     [GO TO K6]

K6  In (READ PLACE LISTED BELOW), do you THINK that smoking SHOULD be allowed in all areas, allowed in some areas, or not allowed at all?

(READ SENTENCE SUBSTITUTING EACH PLACE LISTED BELOW)

(1) Allowed in all areas
(2) Allowed in some area
(3) Not Allowed at all
I'm going to read you a list of some smoking cessation services to help people stop smoking. Before being contacted for this survey, had you ever heard of:

(a) telephone quit lines such as a toll-free number to call for help in quitting smoking ........
   (1) Yes
   (2) No

(b) 1-800-QUIT-NOW
   (1) Yes
   (2) No

(c) The website www.smokefree.gov
   (1) Yes
   (2) No

All responses GO TO KOTHQT

During the past 12 months, did you encourage a friend or family member to quit smoking?

(1) YES
(2) NO

(GO TO SINTTP)
Enter line number of the person who answered the supplement questions for (NAME)

__ __ __

In what language was the interview for this person conducted?

(1) English
(2) Spanish
(3) Chinese
(4) Korean
(5) Vietnamese
(6) Thai (Khormer)
(7) Other Asian or Asian unspecified
(8) Other

__ __